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Mugging Machine
Mugging Machine is not familiar with his subjects, but tries to act smart and
got his answers mixed up. As you can tell from his grades for each subject, his
answers are also more off than he initially realized.
What matters most to Mugging Machine?

Biology
The ___ tree originates from Mexico, and produces a fruit with a large
seed.

Chemistry
A ___ accompanies the chemical reaction between a mixture of carbon
disulfide and nitrous oxide.

Computer Science
Using neural networks to learn songs, computer scientists are able to
employ artificial intelligence to compose a Christmas ___ based on a
festive image.

Art
The much-loved Mona Lisa is truly the ___ of the art world.

Physics
The physics behind cooking good ___ rice over a high flame is to employ a
quick repetitive motion, sliding the wok back and forth while tossing the
rice into the air with a rocking motion using the rim of the stovetop as a
fulcrum.

Medicine
A ___ is a woven fabric widely used and important in wound care dressing.

Statistics
To study how well a class did, a teacher could do a statistical analysis of
the distribution of ___ in various subjects.
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Theoretical Physics
At the start, the field of quantum mechanics was founded on the theory
that light energy is radiated in discrete quantum, the word derived from
Latin meaning "how ____".

Music
A mechanical metronome with ______ can only provide a tempo but not
accent a particular beat.

Psychology
Understanding the theories of psychology is important to analyzing poker
players in games like Texas and ___ Hold'em.

Literature
The diary On The Way ___ is sometimes considered part of the Little House
autobiographical children's novel series.

Politics
Advocacy groups who wish to advance their interests often ___ or badger
legislators by lobbying them repeatedly.

Mathematics
In topology, a Tychonoff ___ is an example of a normal space that has a
non-normal subset.

Chemical Engineering
Glyphosate is chemically engineered to help eradicate weeds but some see
it as a ___.

Economics
There was a lot of quantitative easing ___ the Great Recession.
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